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Input required to diversify/develop varies and there are 
always tradeoffs…

 Full-time?

 Part-time?

 Hobby? 

 Investor?

 Combination?
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What are your goals?
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Opportunities: location alone

 Ohio’s location needs to be considered first… 

 Is it worth it to attempt to ship out of state? Added costs when 

crossing state lines…

 “Columbus is within 500 miles of 75% of the population”, but we 

have large markets within the state we can supply
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Direct to local restaurants

 From the ORA (via the ODH)

 “Restaurants can purchase and process live fish without a HACCP 

plan/certification. There is no requirement for restaurants in Ohio to have a 

seafood HACCP plan/certification. They are obligated to follow the food 

safety requirements in the general food code when processing fish.”

 A potential avenue are the breweries or                                         

restaurants located in affluent or up-and-coming                                     

areas, including food trucks – work together

 Small fish? Unlikely…
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Opportunities: processing?

 Columbus is a “booming millennial city”…

 That’s where investigative feasibility studies are beneficial for the 

industry
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Opportunities: water quality management

 Something we can all spend a little more time understanding

 It can be overwhelming but will more than pay for itself. 

 Makes predicting the future of the systems easier…

 Lets you sleep a little better…
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Opportunities: agritourism

 Prime locations for urban ag and agritourism will be much more expensive 

on a per/acre basis (why farm when you can just start a brewery?)

 What type of attractions can you utilize to bring people in the doors?

 linking up with a brewery 

 festivals

 tours

 hands-on training

 fishing opportunities

 souvenirs 

 Risks?
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Opportunities: strong online presence 
 Means more than a simplistic and outdated website

 Have it and use it; worthless if outdated

 Millennials not only want to see online presence in a company; they 

want it now and they aren’t going to wait for a reply

 Do you engage in agritourism? Business hours posted?

Feeding catfish: Luke Roy, Auburn Uni.
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Opportunities: co-ops?
 Purchase

 Market

 Service

o A goal to lower the breakeven or value-add?
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Opportunities: formal or informal cooperatives
 Example of 3 farmers located close to each other:

 Mr. Bob Lunch knows he will use a few pallets of feed in his system over 

the next several months 

 Mrs. Jane Blackwell usually buys a little more than ½ pallet for her system

 Mr. Paula Dean usually buys over 15 pallets throughout the year

 Purchasing an entire tuck load together (or more with other people) could 

drastically lower the $/lb

 Several $ a bag cheaper would save big money
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Opportunities: Doesn’t have to be food. Compete

 Pond and lake management companies have already told the OAA they 

want more Ohio raised bait/sportfish (and again last night)

 Gaining trust with a company by having a steady (accurate count) and 

healthy product is necessary… steady outlet means more predictability

 Get more bang per fish!
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Opportunities: Investigate growth comparison

 Often heard “we will never be able to compete with longer 

growing season from the south”

 Research shows (and farmers confirm) largemouth bass actually 

lose weight for a month or longer during hot summer months 

down south (easier seen in larger animals)

 Can Ohio make up for lost growth during spring and fall by 

having a full summer of growth? 
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Baitfish | new business or product diversification

 Everyone seems to go towards the food industry right now…

 Something that had a lot of interest in the past in Ohio…

 Major crops in the U.S. are golden shiners, fathead minnows, and goldfish 

(bait, feeder, ornamental)

 Emerald and Spotfin Shiners popular in Lake Erie…

ODNR

Spotfin Shiner Emerald Shiner

http://wildlife.ohiodnr.gov/species-and-habitats/species-guide-index/fish/spotfin-shiner
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Baitfish | new business or product diversification

 Emerald and Spotfin Shiners popular in Lake Erie…

Emerald Shiner

Culturing wouldn’t be easy 

and you may not be selling 

year round, but it’s an 

opportunity for someone to 

explore as an extra market

I’m sure ODNR would be 

glad to work with those 

willing to supply fisherman 

with native, disease-tested 

baitfish
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A truly novel species for Ohio or Midwest?

 If properly vetted and approved by the regulatory agencies, Ohio farmers 

can culture and sell whatever species you want. 

 That’s a big if, but it’s just a reminder not to limit yourselves

 Saltwater shrimp were certainly ones that weren’t raised here very long ago

 The species more likely to be approved would be warmwater aquatic 

animals

 Class B permit through ODW

 States that you can’t even have a species on your farm without a permit if 

it’s not a Class A species
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Have a novel production system or sustainable 
answer to a common problem?

 Utilize Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) grants

 Ohio is in the North Central Region 

 Can utilize to improve efficiency on farm

 Don’t rely on the G-world! Not common

but has been utilized by many
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Protocols can help increase profitability and are a 
great opportunity for farmers 

 financial records (expected/unexpected)

 stocking/sampling/harvesting

 water quality monitoring

 marketing your products

 sales (cash only??)

 transporting your products

 storing your products

 cleanliness of the facility                  

(OSHA and time)

Efficiency when
there are protocols for…

Spending your time (money) developing 

protocols is an expense.

With improved efficiency we hope that the 

business runs smoother and leads to lower 

costs in the long run.

 Lowers costs in the 

long run
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Example of protocols from USDA-ARS pub research

 Pond hybrid catfish study investigating min. oxygen concentrations

 Investigation into production characteristics between ponds that were 

allowed to reach low oxygen levels versus those kept at high levels

 Min 4.9 mg/l or 1.4 mg/l average

Feeding catfish: Luke Roy, Auburn Uni.

Feeding catfish: Luke Roy, Auburn Uni.

Stocking catfish
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Example from USDA-ARS pub research
 Dissolved oxygen affects on fish growth; Torrans et al. 2015

Feeding catfish: Luke Roy, Auburn Uni.
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Example from USDA-ARS pub research
 Dissolved oxygen affects on fish growth; Torrans et al. 2015

Feeding catfish: Luke Roy, Auburn Uni.

> Feed fed means       

> aeration required
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Example from USDA-ARS pub research
 Heard a lot over time…

“My fish are eating well and not dying. I must have enough oxygen for 

them so I don’t test.”

 Survival was the same (and never saw fish piping!)

 Similar responses not uncommon

 Test frequently

 Don’t waste energy

 Over aeration is

costly and can even be

stressful to the fish

Feeding catfish: Luke Roy, Auburn Uni.
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Opportunities: partnering

 Hopefully someone who compliments your strengths!

 Maybe you’re the ag person and they are the number crunchers?

 Just because two people are interested in aquaponics doesn’t mean they 

need to partner together!

 Is one a fish person and one a plant person?

 Not the only consideration but it is a positive!
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Millions of goldfish or a dozen bluegill?
 I often hear “this is going to be my retirement plan”

 If you’re going to run a for-profit then you will want to work like it’s a for-

profit

 Long hours necessary, especially when doing most of the work yourself!
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Interested in large scale to start?
 Best to “get your feet wet”

 Regardless, hiring a consultant (and having a retainer consultant) to design 

the system may be something to consider

 Do the additional costs of consultants outweigh the chances of something 

being constructed that’s highly inefficient? (limiting chances to ever be 

profitable)
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Which steps to take?

 While no agriculture venture is easy, there are options out there 

– benefit > cost?

 All related to your goals and what you want to invest

 OSU has a people with various specialties willing to work with you

 If I don’t know, I know someone who does

 Have other ideas you want to explore? 
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